REPRESENTATIVES PRESENT: Hall, Halperin, Strazzo, Syme, Williams

QUORUM: YES

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE: Syme

REPRESENTATIVES LEFT EARLY, EXCUSED: NONE

REPRESENTATIVES LEFT EARLY, UNEXCUSED: NONE

REPRESENTATIVES ABSENT, EXCUSED: Akinfaderin

REPRESENTATIVES ABSENT, UNEXCUSED: Adolphson, Leslie

REPRESENTATIVES LATE, EXCUSED: NONE

REPRESENTATIVES LATE, UNEXCUSED: NONE

Acting Speaker Williams moves to waive the rules to appoint Daniel Halperin as the Deputy Speaker for Judicial Affairs. Objections: NONE.

Acting Speaker Williams moves to waive the rules to have an election for COGS Speaker. Objections: NONE.

ELECTIONS FOR COGS SPEAKER:
- Representative Strazzo nominates acting Speaker Williams to become the Speaker for COGS. Second Syme.
- No further nominations.
- Williams addresses the congress.

First Pro: Hall believes that Williams is a great candidate.

Election Results from the Congress for the newly elected Speaker for the 22nd Congress:
- Catherine Williams

Speaker Williams moves to waive the rules to have an election for the Deputy Speaker for Finance.

ELECTIONS FOR DEPUTY SPEAKER FOR FINANCE:
- Deputy Speaker Halperin nominates Tristan Hall. Syme second.
- No further nominations.
- Hall addresses the congress.
First Pro: Halperin believes that Representative Hall is a very active member and is qualified for the position.

Election Results from the Congress for the newly elected Deputy Speaker for Finance for the 22nd Congress:
- Tristan Hall

PETITIONS INTO THE ASSEMBLY: NONE


SPECIAL INTRODUCTIONS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS: NONE

STUDENT COMMENTS: NONE

MESSAGES FROM STUDENT GOVERNMENT:

COMMITTEE REPORTS:
- C-SAC: appointed Speaker Williams, Deputy Speaker Hall, Deputy Speaker Halperin, Strazzo, Syme and Adolphson to the committee
- Internal Affairs: Appointed Speaker Williams, Deputy Speaker Hall, Deputy Speaker Halperin, Strazzo and Syme to the committee.
- Academics & Student Life: Appointed Speaker Williams, Halperin, Strazzo and Syme to the committee.
- Ways & Means: Hall informs the congress of that the committee met to review the Code and created Bill 26.

Funding Requests:
- Bill 25: An Allocation to the FSU Art Therapy Association
  The organization is requesting funding to attend the American Art Therapy Conference, in Texas this summer. They will also host an Alumni Reception which will be funded by the department. The organization would like to receive partial funding for the registration fees to attend the conference. Some representatives inquire how much funding will the department give the organization for the reception as well as what is the criteria to attend the conference. FIRST PRO: Deputy Speaker Hall appreciates the organization returning with modifications and is highly in favor of funding them. Halperin would like to fund the organization, but would like to fund them a slightly reduced amount. FIRST CON: Syme believes that the organization should be funded a lower amount, due to the fact that they are not targeting a wide audience and that they are requesting ten percent of the budget for the fiscal year. SECOND PRO: Strazzo is in favor of funding the organization so that they can promote FSU’s Art Therapy program. Deputy Speaker Halperin moves to amend the total in general expense to $3150. Hall second. Objection Syme. Halperin informs the congress that he is not in favor of funding the organization ten percent of the fiscal year’s budget, but he is in favor of funding 18 members $175, which is more than what the organization would receive with an attendance grant, and slightly under the amount given for presentation grants. FIRST PRO: Hall is in favor of the amendment. Amendment passes. Halperin motions to call to question. Hall second. Bill 25 Passes 4-0-0.

New Business:
- Bill 26 Sponsored by Representative Hall and the Ways & Means Committee: Grammatical and Technical Edits of the COGS Code Part III: Chapters 201-209
  Deputy Speaker Hall elaborates on the modifications and where they can be found in the Code. He encourages the congress to review the grammatical edits to ensure that no wording has been
altered. All suggestions are very helpful. **FIRST PRO:** Syme is in favor of the edits and is happy that the edits are being made. Strazzo calls to question. Syme second. **Bill passes unanimously.**

- Resolution 11 Sponsored by Representative Hall: *Commending Speaker Alexander R. Boler*
  Deputy Speaker Hall would like to commend Speaker Boler on a job well done during his terms and would like to make it official. This is a common practice with great outgoing leaders. Halperin moves to accept by acclamation. Syme Second. **Resolution accepted by acclamation.**

**ROUNDTABLE:** Hall, Halperin, Strazzo, Syme, Williams

**ADJOURNMENT:** 7:34 p.m.